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I. introduction
An important aspect in the development of magnets to be
used in particle accelerators is the measurement of the magnetic field in the beam aperture. In general it is necessary to
measure the harmonic multipoles in th« dipole, quadrupolc, and
sextupole magnets for a series of stationary currents (plateaus).
This is th« case for the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC)
which will be ramped to high field over a long period («• 1000
sec.) and then remain on the flat top for the duration of the particle collision phase. In contrast to this mode of operation, the
Booster ring being constructed for the Brookhaven AGS, will
have a fast ramp rate of approximately 10 H*. The xnultipole
fields for these Booster magneti must therefore be determined
'on the ramp". In this way the effect of eddy currents will be
taken into account.
The measurement system which we will describe in this
paper is an outgrowth of that used for the SSC dipoles. It
has the capability of measuring the field multipoles en both a
plateau or during a. fast ramp. In addition, tht same basic coil
assembly is used to obtain the magnetic multipoles in dipole,
quadruple, and sextupole magnets.
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where C[n) is the amplitude (tesla) of the nth multipole at
a reference radius R, while a n is the angular orientation of
the multipole with a value in the range: 0 < a n < 2*/n. As
discussed previously1'3, this representation it applicable to any
magnet, whatever itt dominant multipole, and is particularly
useful when finding the voltage induced in a winding rotating
in the magnetic Geld. Figure 1 (hows a cross sectional view
of the coil with its five winding*: two dipole bucking windings
designated as 1 and- 2, two quadrupole bucking windings (4
and 5} and a tangential winding (3). The angle [2to) between
the two dipole bucking winding! has been chosen such that
when these windings are connected in series with the tangential
winding, the net voltage due to the dipole component of field
is iero. Similarly, the voltages in the two quadrupole windings
buck out tlic quadrupole voltage component appearing in the
tangential winding. To be more specific, the voltages induced in
the three sets of windings, when rotating clockwise at a constant
angular velocity (a>) in a magnetic field given by Eq.(l), are
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The time dependence in these equations appears through what
we call the multipole harmonic rate functions, R,i{t) and S,,(t),
which are defined as
(10)
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When the coil assembly is held in a fixed angular portion
(&p) and the magnet current is ramped, such that the three
windings see a changing magnetic flux, then the instantaneous
voltages are
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and that for the quadrupol* is
Ni sin A - 4NQ COS 2TJQ = 0 .
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Here the axial length of all the windings is I, while the three
angles (So, SQ, S3) are initial angular positions. The other
symbols, as well as their numerical values, ire presented m
Table 1. Consistent with these equations, the conciitk:: foi
dipole field bucking is

!I Multipole Fields and Voltages
For a general accelerator-type magnet, the magnetic field in
its aperture is best described by the two dimensional cylindrical
representation
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As the magnetic field varies with time, not only does the amplitude of the muitipole {Cn) change but also the associated multipole angular orientation ( a n ) , and the harmonic rat* functions
express their combined effect. As can be readily verified, the
bucking condition* for the ramping field c u e are again given
by Eqs. (5) and (6).
I!!. Muitipole Measurements on a Current Plateau
In Fig. (2) we show the block diagram for the overall measurement system. When determining the magnetic multipoles
at a fixed magnet current, the procedure is similar to that described in Reft. 1 and 2. However, since we are now using
analogue instead of digital bucking, the net bucked voltage is
derived directly from the three windings connected in series
giving llie bucked voltage
~
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Thus it is the three voltages VD, VQ> and VB that are read
digitally at 64 equally spaced points over one shaft rotation of
the coil assembly. The angular encoder supplies the appropriate
timing pulses. A Fourier analysis (FFT) of the voltages vp and
VQ and a comparison with Eqs. (1) and (2), yield the dipole
((7(1), <*i) and quadrupole (C(2),a3) muitipole componenU of
the field. Similarly, a Fourier analysis of the bucked voltage
(vg) allows one to calculate the higher multipolss (n » 3, ...11).

the windings are now determined primarily by the harmonic
rate functions, and it is these functions which must first be
found from the voltage measurements. A flow chart showing
the various analytical steps that are carried through in arriving
at the multipoles (£(n), &*) is presented in Fig. (3). (We use
"hatted symbols* to emphasise that these muitipole coefficients
are the changes from some initial value*.) For each of M angular
positions (k = 0, 1
03) of the measuring coil, the magnet
currant is ramped and observation* taken for the three voltages
and the ramping current at 49 discrete times (j — 0, ..., 48)
during the ramp. Sinct all the current ramps (I vs. t) will
not be identical, a least square fit (each set of five currents
fitted to a quadratic function of time) is made and the currents
l(k,j) as well as the instantaneous slopes s(k j ) are determined.
The calculated slopes are now used to correct the instantaneous
voltages measured by the three windings. At a given average
current a Fourier analysis of the angular dependence of the
voltage is performed, yielding (on comparison with Eqs. (7),
(8), and (12)) the harmonic rate functions. It is the integrals
of these functions which are directly related to the magnetic
multipoles (C[n), an) (see Eqs. (10) and (11)).
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Fig. 1: Cross sectional view of the coil,
showing the angular distribution of the muitipole windings.
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of electrical system' for tangential coil measurements with analogue bucking.
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PROPERTY

SYMBOL

VALUE

Length of all windings

I

36.5"

Radial position of all winding*

re

0.8660"

Turns of tangential winding (TW)

N,

20

Turns of dipole bucking winding (DBW)

ND

3

Turns of quadrupole bucking winding (QBW)

NQ

3

Angular width of tangential winding

A

25.7143°

Angle for dipole bucking

to

42.1205°

Angle for quadrupole bucking

nq

21.8428*

Table 1: Physical Characteristic of the Three Windings.
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Fig. 3: Flow chart for obtaining the multipole component* for a ramping Geld. The
measuring coil angular positions are characteriied by the Index k, while the times during
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
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employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.

